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Letter from the President
Welcome to the 2017 summer edition of “The Starting Point.” When
someone has a brain injury, it not only affects them but their entire
family. Studies show that caregivers of individuals who have a brain
injury may experience feelings of distress, anxiety, burden, depression
and even anger. If you are caring for a family member or close friend
with a brain injury, it is important to recognize how stressful the
situation can be and to seek out appropriate support. Services that may
be helpful to the caregiver can include in-home assistance, respite care,
support groups, and short or long term counseling when adjusting to
the new normal. Family and friends often ask “How can I help?”. In
this instance, consider pulling together a support system or “TEAM” of
family and friends who will commit to a schedule to help your loved
one. Do not burn yourself out.
For this edition, we included information that was shared at our April
2017 Family Conference. The participants at the conference were
looking for solutions, rehabilitation methods, helpful aids, and other
tips to help their loved one. Included in this edition are some quick tips
for family members and/or friends who are caring for their loved one
with a brain injury.
This Starting Point features articles written by a family member, Amy
Root. She shares her personal experience, her challenges and reasons
for family celebrations. If you are a person who is living with a brain
injury, or are a family member, then you may be able to relate to many
of her experiences. The team she has pulled together for her husband,
Adam, is a successful part of their life and Adam’s recovery. I hope this
story provides useful information and is equally encouraging.
Maura English Silverman, MS, CCC/SLP, is a Speech and Language
Pathologist who has written an article on the importance of creating
independence for your loved one. In her article she highlights the
importance of the independence we encourage with cues, support or
assistance only when needed. She uses an illustration of a basketball
player who makes multiple 3 pointers. There is much practice and fine
tuning that goes into becoming a basketball player who consistently
makes 3 pointers. Many of you who have struggled with rehabilitation
understand that many milestones come with diligence of exercise and
repetitive task. Hard work usually pays off. To the caregivers and
persons who are living with a brain injury, “keep up the hard work and
celebrate steps of improvement (big or small).”
Sincerely,

Brain Injury
Resource Centers
Family Helpline
800.377.1464
bianc@bianc.net

Asheville
CarePartners
68 Sweeten Creek Road
Asheville, NC 28803
828.277.4868

Charlotte
Carolinas Rehabilitation
1100 Blythe Boulevard
Charlotte, NC 28203
704.960.0561

Greenville
P.O. Box 2743
Greenville, NC 27836
252.717.3347

Raleigh
6604 Six Forks Road
Suite 104
Raleigh, NC 27615
919.833.9634

Triad
Wake Forest Baptist Health
Medical Center Boulevard
Winston - Salem, NC 27157
336.713.8582

Ken Jones, President
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BIANC Membership Program
By joining the Brain Injury Association of North Carolina, you will become part of a state and
national organization that takes steps to help prevent brain injuries and create a better future for
brain injury survivors.

Your membership helps support . . .

Membership benefits include . . .

Five BIANC resource centers
Our toll free family helpline
More than 30 brain injury support groups across the state

Subscription to our newsletter
Subscription to the national newsletter
Discounted Registration for BIANC events

BASIC MEMBERSHIP
$38 a year
All benefits listed above
Financial assistance available

EXECUTIVE MEMBERSHIP
$100 a year
Basic membership benefits, plus
Recognition in BIANC publications

PLATINUM MEMBERSHIP
$250 a year
Executive membership benefits, plus
Five complimentary memberships
Certificate suitable for framing
Recognition on our website

CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP
Various pricing options
Platinum level benefits, plus more
BIANC event & publication advertising
Call 919-833-9634 for details

Become a member today! Visit www.bianc.net and click on “Join BIANC”

Save the Date


CBIS Course - August 23rd, 24th, and 25th in Asheville, NC; October 16th and 17th in Charlotte, NC;
November 30th, December 1st and 2nd in Raleigh, NC






‘Strike Out Concussions’ with the Asheville Tourists - August 22nd in Asheville, NC

BIANC Brain Injury Basics and Strategies Webinar - September 612th and December 12th
23rd Annual BIANC ‘Life is an Adventure’ Camp — October 6th, 7th and 8th in Stokesdale, NC


Annual ‘TBI Professional Conference’ – November 3rd and 4th in Asheville, NC
*Check our website periodically for event details*

Stay Connected
FACEBOOK
BIANorthCarolina
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MONTHLY E-BLAST
bianc.net/get-involved/newsletter

TWITTER
BrainInjuryNC

Community Is A Strong Voice
By: Amy Root , Care Strategist, Wife and Educator

“For the most part, what I had dreamed up in my wish list
has since become my reality because of our community
team”
Amy Root has partnered with BIANC to help educate service
providers in NC about family involvement. Visit Amy’s family
blog to capture a glimpse of the Root family’s journey of faith,
hope and love at www.adamrootfamily.blogspot.com/.

Brain injury doesn’t just happen to the person with the injury, it happens to the entire
family and support system. There are many
voices for one patient, whether it’s a spouse, a
parent, a child, friends, or a co-worker; all
have been affected by the injury and all can
play a role or have a “voice” in recovery.
How do you incorporate all those affected
by your loved one’s injury into the recovery
process? You help them find their voice and
their confidence to stand strong and beside you
and your loved one during the recovery. This
has been a question I had to ask myself and
when I came up with the response, I was
stumped on how I would begin the process. At
the time I was asking myself this question, it
was over 2 years since my husband’s brain injury.
After a brain injury, it’s not just the survivor left to pick up the pieces of their life; often
times it is the survivor’s family as well. Two
years after my husband’s injury I was frustrated with not being able to get the help that I
needed from our insurance company, and I was
overwhelmed with the day to day tasks of taking care of a home, family, and my amazing
survivor husband. I had nowhere else to turn
other than family, friends and community.
Turning to our families was a struggle because we live on the east coast, yet both of our
families are on the west coast — meaning we
had to rely heavily on our friends and community. We had lost many friends through the
journey, some because the journey was too
difficult, some because they could not relate to

us anymore, and some because of time. I wanted to pull in as many friends and anyone who
wanted to be a part of a community team for
my husband.
Stepping back and evaluating the situation,
I realized our support team needed help finding the confidence to play a part in our journey. They needed help finding their voice to
help my husband. After creating my ideal wish
list of what I dreamed for my husband’s and
our family’s day to day life to look like, I went
to work. I contacted those who have stuck by
us through it all, all those who said if I needed
anything to call them, I contacted our church,
and asked friends of friends. I even went out to
our local community.
The first thing we did was ask my husband’s occupational therapist, speech therapist
and physical therapist to join the team. We
also invited a professional who specializes in
communication with Aphasia, and others who
have spent countless hours working with my
husband. We asked them to volunteer an evening to come into our home and help train our
friends, family, and anyone who wanted to be a
part of our community team.
We filmed the Community Team training
so that those who would later be added in
could still benefit from the training. The video
has also helped our long distance family. The
training was so specific and for my husband’s
needs that it truly equipped many that attended with the confidence they needed to spend
time with him one on one.
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“Our community team uses a community team
calendar and social media to sign up to either
spend time with my husband, drive him to appointments, Skype with him, get him out into the
community, make meals to help our family on
long days, provide services that might need to get
done around the house, etc. It’s not just my husband that needed this community team, it was me
too. There is plenty to get done even if someone
doesn’t feel a calling to spend the time with my
husband.” - Amy

“Our insurance didn’t cover
the help that we so desperately needed in our home. By
empowering our friends,
family, and community to
find confidence we have been
blessed by so many who have
stepped into our journey and
have become a voice for our
family.” - Amy

Together we now all
make up the Root for
Adam Community
Team.
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I Wasn’t Prepared For All The Changes I Would See In Myself
By: Amy Root, Carer and Wife
Shortly after my husband, Adam, began the
recovery process from his traumatic brain injury, doctors and other health care providers began preparing me for the potential changes I
would see in Adam, from behavioral changes to
physical changes. What they didn’t prepare me
for was the changes I would see in myself.
The changes in myself started the very first
time I saw Adam after his surgery at the initial
onset of injury. I walked into Adam’s ICU room
to see a nurse putting ChapStick on his lips. I
snapped. After hours and hours of feeling helpless, waiting out his nearly 13 hours of surgery, I
could most definitely put ChapStick on my man’s
lips. I was rude, yet I wasn’t a rude person. I
didn’t mean to be rude, but when I said what
was going through my mind, it didn’t even sound
like me when the words were coming out. I apologized to the nurse and shook it off as stress
erupting from the events of the day. The nurse
interpreted this much differently than I had. She
saw the desire I had to take care of my man and
instantly started asking if I wanted to be shown
different tasks. I jumped at the opportunity and
I quickly learned that she was teaching me so
much more than the tasks needed to care for my
man. She was empowering me.
I began learning everything I could about
Adam’s needs and how to care for them as much
as I was allowed to on my own. The more I
learned, the more I was able to appropriately
advocate for him. I wasn’t sure I had a voice, but
I learned through the confidence of taking care
of my man that my voice is often taken into consideration more than a medical team’s opinion
because I am with him all the time and I am able
to notice subtleties. While taking care of my man
and learning to find and use my voice was one of
the first changes I noticed. Another change that
came quickly, and was much needed, was the
ability to be patient in ways I have never experienced before. I would have never used the characteristic trait “patient” to describe myself prior
to Adam’s injury. It is such a blessing that patience came in the beginning of walking through
this journey. I learned to stay in the moment and
patience was easier than if I started to look too
far ahead.

I do have difficult days, like when I find myself repeating the same things to the same questions being asked over and over, or allowing Adam to participate in activities that would take
me a quarter of the time if I just did them on my
own, or even just the patience it involves in normal every day conversations as Adam takes a
while to process and respond, it makes me incredibly thankful for the patience that has come
along with this journey. This change has been
such a blessing to receive. Patience is a trait now
that has spilled over into so many other areas of
my life.
The change that has been most surprising to
me and the most difficult for those close to me is
how much my personality has changed. I used to
be so extroverted and very social, not often
spending time alone, and filling my calendar
quickly with as many social engagements as I
could. After spending nearly 23 months in hospitals and rehab facilities being in such controlled
environments for so long and months of pouring
everything I had into helping Adam as he began
the difficult process of recovering, I just wanted
to crawl into a hole at the end of the day. I didn’t
want to talk to anyone especially if it meant updating anyone on Adam’s progress.
It was draining and I had nothing left of me
at the end of the day. These months began to
change me. I craved solitude for the first time in
my life. I needed the quietness of my own
thoughts to process all that had changed so
quickly. Conversations were draining, social
events were marathons and I had been out of
training for months.
I loved sitting in a quiet room reading a
book, or quietly working on a project. I thought
this would only be for a short season but here
we are nearly 7 years post injury and I am very
comfortable in my introverted nature.
I retook a Myers Briggs test which measures
your personality and every attribute about me
had changed. Adam and I work hard to be social
but it looks different now. We limit how many
events we take on and often we have a time plan
on how long we stay.
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We love getting together with friends and spending time being active in our community but it
drains us now in a way that it hadn’t before. It has taken me several
years to understand this and not
be frustrated with
myself. I have allowed myself to
build in time to
recover from every
social event not just
for Adam’s sake
but for mine too. As
time has gone, on I
have become more
aware of these changes in myself and I have
learned to embrace them rather than be frustrated. I have also learned how to choose what
events and activities to say yes to and which
ones to say no to and not feel guilty for saying no
or sad if we’re not invited again due to us canceling or declining. It has taken me awhile to get
to where I am today. I wouldn’t have chosen this
journey, but I love the person it’s making me into. I am more confident in who I am and the decisions I am making.
Embracing these changes in my personality
has been a learning process and such a blessing.
Often when our lives are turned upside down in
a split second without time to process all that
has happened, it’s easy to get caught in a negative thinking pattern about all the things you
miss or are missing out on. I challenge you all to
think of the positive ways the journey you’re on
has impacted you, redefining you and reshaping
you into a better you. You might be able to see
that you too love more deeply, care more passionately, extend grace easier, are patient beyond what was in your nature before, and that
you are embracing the changes becoming more
comfortable in who you are and in walking this
journey out. In every New Year, make it a resolution to see the positive changes in both yourself and your loved ones.

There Is No Perfect Road to
Recovery
By: Amy Root
The road to recovery is different for each
person facing the diagnosis of a brain injury.
One thing I have learned over the years is that
there is no perfect road and no perfect caregiver.
I love meeting other loved ones that are caring
for the recovery process of someone they love,
because we are walking a similar journey and
can be both encouraging and beneficial. We
share stories, ideas, and resources. If I’m not
careful, this can also get a little tricky.
For the last 7 years, I have been loving my
husband through his recovery from a traumatic
brain injury. While he has had the same diagnosis of millions of others, his road to recovery has
been quite unique. The first year or so I was discouraged because it seemed everyone around us
in the hospital was progressing forward, while it
seemed we were sliding even further backwards
than even the initial injury. I was so angry and
discouraged because I allowed myself to begin
comparing my husband’s recovery to so many of
those around us, including the family that was
discharged before us with a good prognosis despite being admitted later. I cried thinking that
we might never make memories again outside of
a hospital. Compared to this other man, it looked
as though we had no hope.
Every time my husband would make progress and I would get excited, something would
happen and he ended up further behind. I
blamed myself. What was I doing wrong, what
was I not doing enough of, it was my job to fight
for his needs, where was I failing?
If I hadn’t been comparing my husband’s diagnosis and recovery to someone else’s road to
recovery, maybe I wouldn’t have been so hard on
myself. This was a hard lesson learned. At the
milestone marking one year since my husband’s
injury I made a pledge that I would no longer
compare my husband’s progress to someone
else’s.

It was at this deciding moment that I can
see significant changes in my husband’s progress. I was able to see my husband’s needs,
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desires, and my own so differently rather than
through the filter of someone else’s recovery. I
was able to make decisions with more clarity
and I had a renewed joy for our journey.
It took several years for me to see and learn
from my mistakes of comparing and a few more
hard lessons. While I stopped comparing my
husband’s progress to someone else’s, I had
picked up 2 more bad habits. The first, I was on
a mission to get back all the life we lived before.
I was in a hurry to reintroduce all the activities
we once did and leaving no room to explore new
ones. I began comparing our “old” life to this life
that I didn’t sign up for. In my head I knew my
husband wasn’t the same person he once was,
personality speaking, but I hadn’t even begun to
take into consideration that his interests might
be changing too.
I pushed Adam to the extreme trying to reintroduce old familiar activities. It was at such an
event that I found us both miserable. My husband had an agitation outburst and I was in
tears. While reflecting on this incident I asked
myself a question that again would change our
course of recovery. I asked, “Why is it so important for me to get back into the life we once
had when neither of us are the same?” Key
word, me. I was trying to please myself instead
of focusing my efforts on what would please my
husband and make us both happy. This was another turning point. I approached every activity
differently from this point on. Every activity is
a therapy. Since then we have a “new” life
where very little reflects our “old” one and we
are both much happier for it.
The second bad habit I began was comparing myself as a caregiver to someone else caring
for a loved one. I would listen or watch all that
someone else was doing for their loved one and
almost right away I would feel inadequate, and
not doing enough for my husband. It seemed like
every time I would talk with someone else caring for the recovery of a loved one, I would walk
away adding another 10 things to my ever growing to-do list. Most of the time I was excited to
try new things, excited to try anything that
might help push my husband’s progress a little
further ahead. Some ideas I would walk away
with were amazing and nothing short of brilliant, but it would take me awhile to learn what
worked for someone else with the same diagno-

sis didn’t always work for my husband. Until I
came to this realization that there was a lot of
heartache of trying something that worked for
someone else and pushing it to work in my husband’s recovery.
During a season of
trying to do everything
that worked for others,
all while being a wife, a
mother, a daughter, a
sister, and a friend, and
handle a long list of
commitments, I all but
broke down with the
feeling of being overwhelmed from the minute I woke up until the
moment I closed my
eyes. After a good hard
cry, I took a long look at what mattered to me. It was
the first time since my husband’s injury that I evaluated
my desires, interests, and priorities.
The changes that were made to our commitments as a result of this were life changing. I
began by listing out my desires, interests, and
priorities and matching them with our already
over busy and committed schedule. I felt such
relief letting go of the commitments we had that
didn’t make the list of desires, interests, or priorities. Evaluating our commitments and measuring them up against our lists is now a monthly
practice I try to do at the beginning of each
month as I fill out my planner.
As I see and talk with other caregivers, I
have begun to recognize ideas that might work
to add and ones that won’t, without having to
make changes or pressure my husband to try
something he doesn’t even have an interest in.
Chances are, if there is no interest, there usually
tends to be little progress. These lessons were
hard lessons for me to learn.
In our road to recovery I have learned that
comparing my husband to another survivor, or
myself to another loved one caring for the recovery of someone they love, only hurt us in the
long run. It held us back from progress and led
to discouragement and frustration for both of
us. As I refocused my attentions to what mattered for us as a family and what was best for
my husband, our road has never been filled with
more joy and hope for what is still to come.
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Caring With Dignity
By: Maura English Silverman, MS, CCC/SLP
Maura English Silverman is the founder and Executive Director of Triangle Aphasia Project (TAP),
Unlimited. Visit www.aphasiaproject.com to learn more.
As her eyes seemed to search the air for the word, her mouth groped for the simple, overlearned patterns to produce what would eventually express her thought. It was not unlike I’d seen her arm reach out
to grasp the handle of her coffee cup, only to have it fall flat from weakness or tighten up with stubborn
tone for an action she’d done thousands of times before. But acquired brain injuries have a way of making
simple tasks into monumental feats and as difficult as it to imagine such effortful practice, it is often even
more challenging to view it from the perspective of a care partner, a spouse, a mother or a sibling. As both
a caregiver and a professional in the service of those with brain injuries, I appreciate the perspective of
words like “help”, “aid”, “assistance” and “support”.
The intention is, generally, born of an honorable commitment to provide the individual who
has suffered, or better yet, survived, a catastrophic event, a deservedly easy path to recovery. Regaining the necessary cognitive/ communicative, motor, visual-perceptual and skills to
obtain his/her previous role(s) in their life requires considerable effort and watching the individual struggle in any aspect of this journey is
often unthinkable. However, there is another
side to this idea of struggle. One that, if adopted,
can open the door to improved selfdetermination, increased motivation and ownership for the survivor and a sense of empowerment and acceptance for the members of his/her
support network.
The notion, one that I have coined “The Dignity of Struggle”, pairs a philosophical belief
about rehabilitation with the work that is being
done in the area of neuroplasticity. Neuroplasticity refers to the ability for the brain to rewire
itself, for neural pathways to be formed by the
actual experiences afforded to an individual following injury and throughout the course of an
individual’s life.
That is to say that what a person does, how
often he/she does it, and with what level of saliency or intent they follow, will all contribute to
the neural connections being generated and
forming the foundations for new pathways. Another way to consider this principle is to recognize that the brain gets better at what we ask it
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to do. If an individual wants to master a three
point shot in basketball, repetition, feedback and
passion will all be instrumental in this achievement. One runs better by running, sews better by
sewing and sings better by singing.
Offering an individual the opportunity to
work through a task, to initiate, provide selffeedback and manage failures are all critical in
improving a skill area in therapy. It’s what rehabilitation specialists use as methods to address a
goal in a logical, advancing hierarchy. And it’s
what we, as caregivers, can adopt to truly “help”
a person on their journey. Now, it is obvious to
relate struggle with frustration, something that
can derail any recovery process and take its toll
on a person’s self-confidence. So the answer is
in, like many areas of our life, BALANCE. Providing supported opportunities and keeping the individual in a successful place for 80% of the task
makes the 20% of struggle more palatable for
everyone. More importantly, the independence
we encourage with cues, supports or assistance
only when needed, helps provide and maintain a
person’s dignity and self-worth. It communicates,
“I know you can do this”, “I believe in you.”
A client’s wife once, very nonchalantly, commented on her husband’s recovery from a severe
brain injury by saying, “I think, after all I’ve
seen, that those individuals who are provided
with the dignity of struggle will make the greatest improvements.” I believe her. Do you?

Spotlight on Resources
BIANC: Visit the www.bianc.net website to look
at the resources in your area. Contact the BIANC
Family Helpline 800-377-1464 for more
information.
Support Groups: There are more than 30 local
support groups listed in North Carolina. Visit
www.bianc.net/brain-injury-support-groups to
see which support group is closest to you.
Military, Veteran, or Family Member: Visit one
of the NCServes Networks for Coordinated Resources or Defense and Veteran Brain Injury Center at www.dvbic.org.
DHHS: Visit the Division of Mental
Health/Developmental Disabilities/ Substance
Abuse Services website (DMH/DD/SAS) at
www.ncdhhs.gov/divisions/mhddsas.

LME/MCOs: Commonly referred to as Local
Management Entities/Managed Care Organizations (LME/MCOs). They offer both Medicaid and
State funded services. To find the local office that
serves your county, go to
www.ncdhs.gov/providers/lme-mco-directory.
TBI Information and Resources: To learn more
about brain injury and resources visit:
 Centers for Disease Control at

www.cdc.gov/ncipc/tbi
 The Perspective Network at www.tbi.org
 TBI Resource Guide at www.neuroskills.com
 TBI Survival Guide at www.tbiguide.com
 Model System Knowledge Translation

Cen-

ter at www.msktc.org/tbi/factsheet
 Lash & Associates Publishing/Training Inc.

at www.lapublishing.com

Quick Tips for Caregivers


Pace yourself. Avoid burnout and find time for something you enjoy.



Eat a balanced diet. Get physical exercise and drink lots of water to stay hydrated.



Allow others to help. Find ways that friends and family can support you. Create a support
team.



Turn stressful situations into opportunities to learn new skills.



Find ways to relax including yoga, meditation, time with friends, or reading a book.



Look for resources in the community for respite, in-home care or day activity programs.



Allow your loved one to do what they can to foster independence.



Keep good records that will help others in the future including personal, medical, and financial records. It may be helpful to keep these in a binder with separate sections so that you will
be able to take it to appointments or important meetings regarding care.



Take time for yourself without feeling guilty. Although this may be difficult, it can be hard to
take care of others if you do not take care of yourself first.



Participate in Legislative Days and other brain injury advocacy events.



Try to set realistic expectations for yourself and your family member. And for those big goals
- try breaking them into smaller ones to make them more manageable and less overwhelming.



For better sleep hygiene, avoid long naps late in the day and stimulants such as caffeine late in
the day. Creating a regular sleep schedule, avoiding large meals before bedtime, balancing fluid intake, and having a calming pre-sleep ritual can also be helpful.



Learn about competency, trusts, and guardianship and seek legal help if needed.
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Taking Care of YOU: Self-Care for Family Caregivers
First, Care for Yourself
On an airplane, an oxygen mask descends in
front of you. What do you do? As we all know, the
first rule is to put on your own oxygen mask before
you assist anyone else. Only when we first help ourselves can we effectively help others. Caring for
yourself is one of the most important—and one of the
most often forgotten—things you can do as a caregiver. When your needs are taken care of, the person
you care for will benefit, too.
Effects of Caregiving on Health and Well Being
Researchers know a lot about the effects of caregiving on health and well being. For example, if you
are a caregiving spouse between the ages of 66 and
96 and are experiencing mental or emotional strain,
you have a risk of dying that is 63 percent higher
than that of people your age who are not caregivers.
The combination of loss, prolonged stress, the physical demands of caregiving, and the biological vulnerabilities that come with age place you at risk for significant health problems as well as an earlier death.
But despite these risks, family caregivers of any
age are less likely than non-caregivers to practice
preventive healthcare and self-care behavior. Regardless of age, sex, and race and ethnicity, caregivers report problems attending to their own health
and well-being while managing caregiving responsibilities. They report:


Sleep deprivation



Poor eating habits



Failure to exercise



Failure to stay in bed when ill



Postponement of or failure to make medical
appointments for themselves

Family caregivers are also at increased risk for
depression and excessive use of alcohol, tobacco and
other drugs. Caregiving can be an emotional roller
coaster. On the one hand, caring for your family member demonstrates love and commitment and can be
very rewarding personal experience. On the other
hand, exhaustion, worry, inadequate resources and
continuous care demands are enormously stressful.
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Caregivers are more likely to have a chronic illness
than are non-caregivers, namely high cholesterol,
high blood pressure and a tendency to be overweight. Studies show that an estimated 46 percent to
59 percent of caregivers are clinically depressed.
Taking Responsibility for Your Own Care
You cannot stop the impact of a chronic or progressive illness or a debilitating injury on someone
for whom you care. But there is a great deal that you
can do to take responsibility for your personal well
being and to get your own needs met.
Identifying Personal Barriers
Many times, attitudes and beliefs form personal
barriers that stand in the way of caring for yourself.
Not taking care of yourself may be a lifelong pattern,
with taking care of others an easier option. However, as a family caregiver you must ask yourself,
"What good will I be to the person I care for if I become ill? If I die? Breaking old patterns and overcoming obstacles is not an easy proposition, but it
can be done—regardless of your age or situation. The
first task in removing personal barriers to self-care
is to identify what is in your way. For example:


Do you think you are being selfish if you put
your needs first?



Is it frightening to think of your own needs?
What is the fear about?



Do you have trouble asking for what you need?
Do you feel inadequate if you ask for help?



Do you feel you have to prove that you are
worthy of the care recipient's affection? Do you
do too much as a result?

Sometimes caregivers have misconceptions that
increase their stress and get in the way of good selfcare. “I never do anything right," or "There's no
way I could find the time to exercise" are examples of negative self-talk, another possible barrier
that can cause unnecessary anxiety. Instead, try
positive statements:

"I'm good at giving John a bath." "I can exercise
for 15 minutes a day." Remember, your mind
believes what you tell it.

Steps to Managing Stress

Because we base our behavior on our
thoughts and beliefs, attitudes and misconceptions like those noted above can cause caregivers
to continually attempt to do what cannot be
done, to control what cannot be controlled. The
result is feelings of continued failure and frustration and, often, an inclination to ignore your own
needs. Ask yourself what might be getting in your
way and keeping you from taking care of yourself
Moving Forward
Once you've started to identify any personal
barriers to good self-care, you can begin to change
your behavior, moving forward one small step at a
time. Following are some effective tools for self-care
that can start you on your way.
Tool #1: Reducing Personal Stress
How we perceive and respond to an event is
a significant factor in how we adjust and cope
with it. The stress you feel is not only the result
of your caregiving situation but also the result of
your perception of it—whether you see the glass
as half-full or half-empty. It is important to remember that you are not alone in your experiences. Your level of stress is influenced by many factors, including the following:





Whether your caregiving is voluntary. If you feel
you had no choice in taking on the responsibilities, the chances are greater that you will
experience strain, distress, and resentment.
Your relationship with the care recipient.
Sometimes people care for another with the hope
of healing a relationship. If healing does not
occur, you may feel regret and discouragement.



Your coping abilities. Identify your current coping strengths so that you can build on them.



Your caregiving situation. Some caregiving
situations are more stressful than others.



Whether or not support is available.

1. Identify sources of stress. Ask yourself, "What
is causing stress for me?" Sources of stress
might be that you have too much to do, family
disagreements, feelings of inadequacy, or the
inability to say no.
2. Identify what you can and cannot change.
Remember, we can only change ourselves; we
cannot change another person. When you try
to change things over which you have no
control, you will only increase your sense of
frustration. Ask yourself, "What do I have
some control over? What can I change?" Even
a small change can make a big difference.
3. Take action. Taking some action to reduce
stress gives us back a sense of control. Stress
reducers can be simple activities like walking
and other forms of exercise, gardening, meditation or having coffee with a friend. Identify
some stress reducers that work for you.
Tool #2: Setting Goals
Setting goals or deciding what you would like
to accomplish in the next three to six months is
an important tool for taking care of yourself.
Here are some sample goals you might set:



Take a break from caregiving.



Engage in activities that will make you feel
more healthy.



Once you've set a goal, ask yourself, "What
steps do I take to reach my goal?" Make an
action plan by deciding which step you will
take first, and when. Then get started!
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Tool #3: Seeking Solutions

Tool #4: Communicating Constructively
Being able to communicate constructively is
one of a caregiver's most important tools. When
you communicate in ways that are clear, assertive
and constructive, you will be heard and get the
help and support you need.
Communication Guidelines

Seeking solutions to difficult situations is, of
course, one of the most important tools in caregiving. Once you've identified a problem, taking
action to solve it can change the situation and
also change your attitude to a more positive one,
giving you more confidence in your abilities.



Use "I" messages rather than "you" messages.
Saying "I feel angry" rather than "You made
me angry" enables you to express your
feelings without blaming others or causing
them to become defensive.



Respect the rights and feelings of others. Do
not say something that will violate another
person's rights or intentionally hurt the
person's feelings.



Be clear and specific. Speak directly to the
person. Don't hint or hope the person will
guess what you need.



Be a good listener. Listening is the most
important aspect of communication.

Steps for Seeking Solutions
1. Identify the problem. Look at the situation
with an open mind. The real problem might
not be what first comes to mind. For example,
you think that the problem is simply that you
are tired all the time, when the more basic
difficulty is your belief that "no one can care
for John like I can." The problem? Thinking
that you have to do everything yourself.
2. List possible solutions. One idea is to try a
different perspective: "Even though someone
else provides help to John in a different way
than I do, it can be just as good." Ask a friend
to help.
3. Select one solution from the list. Then try it!
4. Evaluate the results. Ask yourself how well
your choice worked.
5. Try a second solution. If your first idea didn't
work, select another. But don't give up on the
first; sometimes an idea just needs fine tuning.
6. Use other resources. Ask friends, family
members and professionals for suggestions.
7. If nothing seems to help, accept that the problem may not be solvable now. You can revisit
it at another time.

Tool #5: Asking for and Accepting Help
When people have asked if they can be of
help to you, how often have you replied, "Thank
you, but I'm fine." Many caregivers don't know
how to marshal the goodwill of others and are
reluctant to ask for help. You may not wish to
"burden" others or admit that you can't handle
everything yourself.
Be prepared with a mental list of ways that
others could help you. For example, a relative
could fill out some insurance papers. When you
break down the jobs into very simple tasks, it is
easier for people to help. And they do want to
help. It is up to you to tell them how.
Help can come from community resources,
family, friends and professionals. Ask them. Don’t
wait until you are overwhelmed and exhausted or
your health fails. Reaching out for help when you
need it is a sign of personal strength.
Tool #6: Talking to the Physician
In addition to taking on the household
chores, shopping, transportation, and personal
care, 37 percent of caregivers also administer
medications, injections, and medical treatment to
the person for whom they care.
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Some 77 percent of those caregivers report
the need to ask for advice about the medications
and medical treatments. The person they usually
turn to is their physician. But while caregivers
will discuss their loved one's care with the physician, caregivers seldom talk about their own
health, which is equally important. Building a
partnership with a physician that addresses the
health needs of the care recipient and the caregiver is crucial. The responsibility of this partnership
ideally is shared between you, the caregiver, the
physician, and other healthcare staff. However, it
will often fall to you to be assertive, using good
communication skills, to ensure that everyone's
needs are met including your own.

exercising and using your own muscle power. Exercise promotes better sleep, reduces
tension
and depression, and increases energy and alertness. If finding time for exercise is a
problem,
incorporate it into your daily activity. Perhaps the
care recipient can walk or do stretching exercise
with you. If necessary, do frequent short exercises
instead of those that require large blocks of time.
Find activities you enjoy.
Walking, one of the best and easiest exercises, is a great way to get started. Besides its
physical benefits, walking helps to reduce psychological tension. Walking 20 minutes a day, three
times a week, is very beneficial. If you can't get
away for that long, try to walk for as long as you
can on however many days you can. Work walking into your life. Walk around the mall, to the
store or a nearby park. Walk around the block
with a friend.
Tool #8: Learning from Our Emotions

Tips on Communicating with Your Physician


Prepare questions ahead of time. Make a list of
your most important concerns and problems.



Take someone with you. A companion can ask
questions you feel uncomfortable asking and
can help you remember what the physician
and nurse said.



Present what you need, what your concerns
are, and how the doctor and/or nurse can
help.

Tool #7: Starting to Exercise
You may be reluctant to start exercising, even
though you've heard it's one of the healthiest
things you can do. Perhaps you think that physical
exercise might harm you or that it is only for people who are young and able to do things like jogging. Fortunately, research suggests that you can
maintain or at least partly restore endurance, balance, strength and flexibility through everyday
physical activities like walking and gardening.
Even household chores can improve your health.
The key is to increase your physical activity by

It is a strength to recognize when your
emotions are controlling you (instead of you controlling your emotions). Our emotions are messages to which we need to listen. They exist for a
reason. However negative or painful, our feelings
are useful tools for understanding what is
happening to us. Even feelings such as guilt, anger
and resentment contain important messages. Learn
from them, then take appropriate action. Caregiving
often involves a range of emotions. Some feelings are
more comfortable than others. When you find that
your emotions are intense, they might mean the
following:



That you need to make a change in your
caregiving situation.



That you are grieving a loss.



That you are experiencing increased stress.



That you need to be assertive and ask for
what you need.
Article used with permission of Family
Caregiver Alliance, National Center on
Caregiving. For more information, visit
www.caregiver.org or call (800) 445-8106.
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Comprehensive Inpatient and Outpatient
Therapy Services

Serving Western North Carolina, we offer:

____________________________

A combination of medical resources offering the latest in clinical,
diagnostic, and rehabilitative methodologies to promote optimum
patient recovery and functional restoration

Inpatient
Rehabilitation

Outpatient
Rehabilitation

Acquired Brain Injury Unit
Comprehensive Inpatient
Rehabilitation Unit

Sports Medicine Therapy
Musculoskeletal Therapy
Occupational Rehabilitation
Neurorehabilitation
Pediatric Therapy
Hand Therapy
Spine Therapy

J. Paul Sticht Center

CompRehab Plaza

Medical Center Boulevard
Winston-Salem, NC 27157

131 Miller Street
Winston-Salem, NC 27157

336.713.8500
888.605.9568

336.716.8097
800.828.2001



80-bed rehabilitation hospital



Brain Injury Program accredited by CARF



Vestibular therapists & Balance for Life
Program



Inpatient and outpatient care, home health,
private duty services



Seating and mobility clinic, aquatics therapy,
orthotics, and prosthetics



Five outpatient locations in WNC
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Spotlight on BIANC
The Brain Injury Association of NC sponsored an event at the Mudcats game on May 13 at
Five County Stadium in Zebulon called “Strike Out Concussions” to raise awareness about brain
injury and concussion education. More than 3,000 people attended. Thomas Henson, Chair of
the Brain Injury Association of North
Carolina Board of Directors, spoke to
the crowd about brain safety. The
Carolina Hurricanes were partners in
the event. The Unmasking Brain Injury project masks were featured.
Widgie has his own Family and
Community team that supports and
guides him on his journey through the
years living with a brain injury. He is
able to live independently because he
has a strong support system and a service worker during the day. He often
meets a friend for lunch for socialization, attends church, a weekly support group, and visits shut-ins and elderly on Saturdays. Widgie was a successful businessman in Rocky Mount, NC when he had an illness that resulted in
brain injury many years ago. Widgie has used his skills to raise money for non-profit organizations and has been BIANC’s top fund raiser for the past 10 years.
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Brain Injury Support Groups
Asheville WNC BI Support Group
Erica Rawls: (828) 274 - 0570
Karen Keating: (828) 377 - 0208

Greenville BI Support Group
Haley Markel: (252) 565 - 8983

Asheville Brainstormer’s Collective
Tamara Puffer: (828) 254 - 0507

Henderson Kerr Lake BI Support Group
Nina Kalleh: (919) 810 - 7507

Boone TBI Support Group
Louise Keegan: (828) 262 - 2185

Hickory BI Support Group
Travis Glass: (828) 781 - 0778

Burlington/Mebane TBI Warrior Support Group
Tiffany McCullock: (336) 264-8001

High Point BI Alliance of High Point
Kitty Barringer: (336) 713 - 8582

Cary TBI/ABI/Stroke Support Group
Norman Case: (919) 244 - 6221

Huntersville Caregiver Support Group
Hinds’ Feet Farm (704)992-1424

Chapel Hill UNC Rehab Stroke/BI Support Group
Judy Schmidt: (919) 966 - 5980

Jacksonville TBI/Neuro Military and Civilian Group
Susan Fewell: (919) 618 - 3003

Charlotte Brain Injury Alliance
Sally Rickard: (704) 960 - 0561 or (704) 355 - 2620

Lake Norman BI Support Network
Sylvia Whitmire: (704) 224 - 6069

Charlotte Loved Ones of Brain Injury (LOBIS)
Renee Johnson: (980) 263 - 9670

Raleigh Triangle BI Support Group
Chelsea Gettle: (919) 781 - 3616, ext. 227

Charlotte Couples Night Out/Spousal Support
Barbara Westphal (704) 547-1563

Raleigh Family Caregiver Group
Holly Heath-Shepard: (919) 946 - 5453

Concord Cabarrus County BI Support Group
Todd B. Bennett: (704) 403 - 0104

Reidsville Rockingham County BI Support Group
Casey Cockerham: (336) 552 - 4696

Durham Inpatient & Outpatient Stroke Group
Lazaro Gonzales, Jr, PAC: (919) 681 — 8709

Rocky Mount Emily Ellis: BI & Stroke
Tabitha Jackson: (252) 962 - 3711

Fayetteville Fayetteville BI Support Group
Ellen Morales: (910) 486 - 1101

Salisbury Rowan County BI Support Group
Nadine Cherry: (980) 622 - 7732

Fort Bragg Wounded Warrior & Family Group
info@woundedwarriorproject.org
Note: Group is for military only

Union County BI Support Group
Laura Gray: (704) 578 - 5043

Gaston County To Be Included
Patricia (Pat) Haithcox: (704) 736-5307
Shanda Daniels (704)772-4291

Wilmington Brain Injury Support Group
Morgan Lankford: (910) 667 - 7062
Kelsey Lucas: (910) 667 - 6505

Goldsboro Wayne County BI Support Group
Pier Protz: (919) 394 - 1091
Martha Brown: (252) 481 - 5679

Winston-Salem Back on Track
Kitty Barringer (336)713 — 8582

Greensboro BI Support Group
Lucy Hoyle: (336) 832 - 7450
Visit www.bianc.net for more information
regarding meeting times and locations
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The Brain Injury Association of North Carolina
PO Box 97984
Raleigh, NC 27624

